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About This Content

Toposim South Africa for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole Southern
African region, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Africa has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.
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This pack includes terrain mesh for the following countries:

South Africa

Lesotho

Swaziland

Botswana

Namibia
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You probbaly want to give this a miss.

This doesn't even look like the screenshots let alone play like advertised. The graphics are abysmal, the interface is awful. This
game just made my eyes bleed and and my brain go on holidays.

There are other bridge building games. They're fun, they look good and they function well. Go play one of those.

I had to go back and play this game for another full minute just so I could warn you all!

Honestly, I gave it a go, and kudos to the devloper for getting something published. Hell I haven't achieved that, so well done!

But as a gamer, as a lover of games where you build stuff... this isnt the game to play.. Addictive little rogue-like dungeon
crawler set in a 80s neon Cyberpunk style not unlike Far Cry Blood Dragon. You finish floors by going room to room (kind of
reminded me of Dungeon of the Endless) and kill the enemies inside that room. Since you only have a very limited amount of
hits you can take and not a lot of chances to replenish it, you have to be very careful when fighting the very varied enemies.
Tactics and timing is absolutely necessary to succeed and this is where the fun is.

The four different playable characters allow interesting combos with each other to kill enemies faster which is necessary on
harder difficulties and levels. Kill to Collect combines this with randomly generated elements and and a credits reward system
even when you fail which makes it all that more addicting.

I can absolutely reccommend the game if you like a challenge and the idea of a co-op rogue-like interests you.. Definitely worth
the $3. Cute little "Demo". I guess for now, my only complaint would be not having control of the Camera angle at all times.
Makes for clunky movement when you're limited to WSAD in many areas. Haven't ran into any bugs or glitches so far.
Definately worth taking for a spin since it's FTP.. git majonez grzybki
. Enjoyed the game. Ran flawlesly on my Linux machine. Hope there'll be additional content in the future.. Tedious and often
confusing.. the game is great has a intrasting story , great sound and game play .. I have been playing the games on Win7 64bit
and have had very few issues. It has crashed a few times but not enought to make me stop playing the game. The crashes abort
your current quest but your inventory and the world inventory stays intact. So if you stored stuff in chests its still there after the
crash.

The customization of the character is the fun part. This allows you to create an avatar of your choice. Although as you get
armour, helmets, boots and gloves they will cover your customizations. I added a thumb to my hand that stuck out but when you
added a glove that disappeared.

Crafting is detailed and you can make a lot of equipment, weapons, armour, potions and even furniture.

This is definitly worth the money and have already gotten value for money.

Well done, keep up the excellent work.. Literally a joke. This game was released for £10 and its an ugly buggy horrid mess. The
opening cutscene looked awful and I had no idea what was actually going on. They forgot to make the character uncontrolable
so you can make her do a cool little dance during this. I enter the game to find another giant cutscene full of talking. I move onto
the first level and I clipped through the ground multiple times. Momentum made the game a pain to control and I had little to no
clue what I was doing. Don't buy this. The main character looks like a third degree burns victim and so do the levels.
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Dead game and something that even if you could buy it you should avoid like the plague. Thought these patches and keyrings
were meant to just for people who pre-ordered? I mean I'm not salty that other people get to enjoy them, that's great for them
but kind of sucks we thought we were getting something exclusive.

Either way these cosmetics are pretty cute so may as well take advantage of the price if you wasn't a sucker who pre-ordered
like me. :). A month ago I saw this game, and I thought that I hadn't played such games for a long time.
And I can say that the game had completely met my expectations. I love this style of games, the graphics are beautiful *Q*
I really liked the talent system, which will help passing the levels, and winning other players in multiplayer.

And it's fun to spam the elementals on the map xDDD
And cool that I did not have lags because sometimes I make too many elementals ehehe

Soo I like this game, very dynamic and fun.. Hacker evolution is NOT a hacking game, but more something like: You must dig
into the servers to find new servers, clues and other things that will help you. Something between exploration and detective. This
game is more about thinking ahead. Stats like trace will be carried with you to the next level, so if you finish a level with 99%
trace, it will be the same in next level. For people who like to play easy games this game is really frustrating, but for those which
like challenges this is a perfect game.

Pros:
+ Great Soundtrack
+ Good Concept
+ Great UI (BUT it will not fit everyone)
+ Lots of fun if you like challenges
+ Great Story

Cons:
- Hardcore for some players (you have to restart whole game if you screw something up). I purchased the DLC during the Steam
Sale, and yes, I got it because I wanted to check it out. The DLC took me longer to complete because I still had 2 items in my
inventory and was missing something. I couldn't figure it out. I did look at a guide and noticed the bunny had a little floaty tube,
which gave me a hint: YOU ARE MISSING SOMETHING STUPID! Hahaha... =.= Seriously? And everything I clicked was
completed, everything I threw the items didn't work. Until finally. Geez game, thanks for providing such a subtle hint for that
last piece! Other than my mistake, this was a very cute DLC and I enjoyed it very much! I would recommend it, but the color
balls was frustrating.
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